projectile hard enough to ensure that the copper
driving band was biting into the rifling of the barrel.
His rammer looked very much like a mop with a
bronze disc at the end (bronze because it does not
spark) and the mop part of it was used to sponge over
the breech with water in case any fragments of
burning silk were left over from the previous round.
The cordite charges about 18 inches long were
wrapped in silk. As the gun trained round, the rammer
number had to move his tub of water around so as
always to be behind the breech of the gun. A 6 inch
gun needed a crew of nine and number nine was
usually the youngest and least experienced of the
crew. He only had to bawl out the orders coming
through his headphones which would be the orders in
initiating a firing run something like this, "bearing
green 90, a target. A cruiser. Follow director. All guns
load, load, load." As soon as the guns were loaded the
breach workers made their "interceptor switches."
This made the "gun read" lamps to burn in the director
tower. The director gunner would then ring his fire
gong, indicating that he would fire at any moment.
These few seconds between the gong and the actual
firing were always very tense but all nervousness
would disappear as soon as the first round was fired.
However these last few remarks applied to a ship.
There was no firing at the gun battery. As well as gun
drills there were lectures, all interesting. We were

required to have a fairly detailed knowledge of the
mechanism of the gun, particularly the recoil system
and the breech mechanism. We were lectured on the
theory of ballistics, the properties of various
explosives and the identification marks on projectiles.
In a word the three months at the gun battery gave us
a very thorough training in naval gunnery, both
practical and theoretical. However we had not yet
finished with naval guns as we now marched each day
to the dockyard to the old monitor "Marshall Sault"
for 15 inch turret drills. This was great stuff, all power
driven mechanism necessary to move around the 15
inch projectiles weighing the best part of a ton. A 15
inch turret was a noisy place what with the main cage
rattling up the trunk with its heavy load of projectiles,
the rammer driving into the breach by hydraulic
pressure and the pumps crashing away in the
machinery space. We really had to shout to be heard.
I never was in the grand house of a 15 inch turret
when it was fired but was in the turrets of the county
class cruisers with 8 inch guns and in the crews of 6
inch and 4 inch guns. The 6 inch and 8 inch when
fired were not so very hard on the ears but the 4 inch
AA gun was a real terror with a wicked crack that
almost split the eardrums. After the 15 inch turret
drills we had two days out in the Solent aboard a
drifter and each of us in turn took on the gunlayer's
job, firing about 30 rounds at a towed target but what

the calibre of the gun was I cannot remember. It was
all good interesting stuff and, being interested, I
passed out of gunnery with a high number of points,
confirming what I had thought after doing the
repository course at Deal: that the "per mare" was
good and the "per terraam" not so good.
We now put away our blue suits and for the next two
months wore our khaki service dress. Meanwhile the
canvas leggings had been withdrawn and the dreadful
putties issued. Not many of us acquired the art of
wearing these things -- either winding them too tight
so that the circulation was restricted or else too loose
so that after marching for half an hour they had
slipped down around our ankles. Anyway off we went
to Browndown for a month of field training, followed
by three weeks musketry which was carried out at
Eastney on the range between Eastney barracks and
Port Cumberland

There are no clear memories of these last weeks at
Eastney except qualifying as a marksman, thereby

earning 10 shillings (50p) . Also around this time our
pay increased from 3 to 4 shillings (20p) per day.
So by late June, all our training done, the 93rd squad
split up. Those who had opted for the Pompey
division remained at Eastney. The Plymouth men went
off to Guz. And 10 of us came to Chatham.
During the 1920s the three divisions had difficulty in
finding enough marines to form attachments for the
ships of the RN so we were more than welcome to the
drafting officer.
Within a week we were all under orders for
embarkation. Luckily three of us were detailed for
HMS Const a light cruiser built in 1916. She was
commissioning for the Americas and West Indies
Station. Lucky for us because service in a big ship
was not very popular and Constance was a small ship
by any standards (3,750 tons). In fact we were doubly
fortunate because as well as a small ship we were
going to the most popular of naval stations.
From the date of being placed on the orders for
embarkation the detachment became a unit in its own
right. We fell in together, were addressed as
detachment and had no dealings with the main grades.
We were far too busy doing field officers runs. This

meant a minute inspection of kit, equipment and arms
and making good any small defects or deficiencies as
well as several visits to the sick bay for inoculations
and vaccinations and of course the 10 days draft leave.
On the day of commissioning we put our kit in the
drill shed for transport to the dockyard. Then at 09:00
hours the detachment paraded in marching order, and
within a few minutes marched out of the main gate
headed by the divisional band playing the regimental
March. It would be 2.5 years before we marched in
again. That was then the normal length of a foreign
commission although later on I did a three years and
five months commission on the China station and
altogether did nine years afloat out of my 12 year
engagement. Add to this nine years the 1.5 years
under recruit training and there is just 1.5 years left in
which to do an advanced gunnery course and work in
the commissioning leave and the paying off leave.
This underlines the remarks about the difficulty of
finding the men for sea duty, so our life was very
much more "per mare" than "per terram."
So in little more than a month after completing our
training we were at sea en route for Bermuda via
Newfoundland and Quebec. For most of us we
experienced our first and last bouts of seasickness and

we were heartily wishing ourselves back in Chatham
or even Pompey. When we arrived at Bermuda all the
other ships, Calcutta, Cape Town and Curlew, and the
two coal burning soups Valerian and Wisteria were
away cruising around.
The America and West Indies cover a vast area
roughly half of the Atlantic Ocean and half of the
Pacific ocean -- or about one third of the oceans of the
world -- so the cruisers did a good deal of seatime.
Constance carried a very small detachment of Marines
-- about 26 -- of whom eight were watch keepers (four
gangway, four on the keyboard) about 12 WRA's and
the remaining half dozen were employed as ship's
watch lamp trimmer, 6 inch gun sweepers, domestic
sweepers and one Sergeants mess man. This left only
one marine for ship duties (i.e. to fall in with the
watches of seamen and do general ship's duties.
The senior NCO of whatever rank was always known
as the sergeant major. There was also a sergeant GI
who did the same duties as the Gunner's mate -- i.e.
both were mainstays of the gunnery officer. The
Sergeant's mess was a corner of the Marines mess
deck, 4' x 7', with a canvas screen around it. The jobs
of butcher, lamp trimmer, gun sweeper etc -- all plum
jobs or, as we called them, square numbers. They were

all excused morning divisions evening quarters gun
cleaning quarters and "clear lower deck" for boat
hoisting.Around 01:00 hours the keyboard sentry
would give the "Corpral of Gangway" the key to the
warrant officers' galley which was conveniently
situated aft. He would open up the galley, light the fire
(all the galleys were coal burning) and make a fanny
fall of scalding hot passion "Ki" (cocoa). The Ki was
issued in slabs like thick bars of dark chocolate
speckled with blobs of white fat and whilst the
corporal was busy fire-lighting the sentry would be
scraping the slab to a powder added to half-and-half
water and ideal milk and lashings of sugar. The Ki
was certainly a belly filler.
All this of course was highly illegal improperly
issuing a key, failing to obtain a signature in the key
book, improper use of the Admiralty stores and
goodness knows what else but the Ki was good.
Quite frequently when at sea in the tropics one of the
legal perks of the middle watch would be a couple of
flying fish for breakfast. The very low freeboard of
the Constance was no barrier at all to prevent these
flying fish flying inboard. It is likely that the upper
deck lights attracted them as they seldom flew inboard
during daylight.

To help pass the time during night watches I often
took on watch with me a length of cod line and
volume 1 Manual of Seamanship, trying to learn some
of the fancy knots and hitches to be found in that
book. It was also a good opportunity to catch up on
letter-writing.
Constance carried about 10 boy seamen. They were
very strictly disciplined, turned out at 0500 hours, fell
in on the upper deck at 05:30 hours did 30 minutes PT
then fell in with the hands at 06:00 hours to carry on
working the ship. Some of the boys were always ready
to risk a "spit and drag" (smoke ) and were sometimes
caught as it. The punishment was six strokes of the
cane, laid on by the Jaunty, across the back side, for
which the boy could wear trousers but no underpants.
One of the duties performed by them was "call boy"
walking around between decks piping the routine
orders whilst the QM did the same along the upper
deck. There was noTannoy or speaker system. Boys
did not keep night watches and had to be turned in
their hammocks by 20:45 hours.
The WRAs (wardroom attendants) were always
Marines. The senior officers such as the first
lieutenant, navigating officer and Surgeon
Commander would have a Marine servants to himself

but more junior officers had to share with one WRA
looking after two lieutenants. The WRA was paid
extra by the officers he looked after at the rate of £1 a
month. Aboard he was always known as the flunky
or, in an argument, would be referred to by his
adversary as a "banana bouncing bastard." The
flunkies had a separate mess but still on the Marines
mess deck and they had their own mealtimes as
naturally they had to be on duty at wardroom
mealtimes. At the beginning of a commission one of
the flankeys would be made up to corporal with
corporal's pay but on the day the ship paid off he
reverted to his rank of Marie
Nearly always the Marine officer's servant would be
one promoted up to corporal of the flunks. Generally
flunking was a pretty good job. The extra pay was
helpful to the married man, they were excused most of
the ship's routine and had every afternoon clear when
they could get out there "caulkers" and "caulk it
down" (Caulker: a strip of canvas. Caulking-down: to
sleep). It was not permitted to take a hammock out of
the hammock netting during the daytime.
About the only members of the Marine detachment
who were not excused anything at all were the watch
keepers. They were either actually on watch or else

took part in just about everything and it seemed a bit
unfair when having done the middle watch the night
before and was enjoying a well earned a afternoon
sleep, the stand-off watchkeeper would be roused out
in answer to the pipe "clear lower deck, up first
whaler ." Meanwhile the flunkies who had enjoyed
all night in the hammocks could sleep on undisturbed.
There were however two privileges the watch keepers
did enjoy: a "guard and steerage "and a "seven bell
leave." The first meant that when the hands were
called at 05:30 hours watch keepers could sleep on
for another 45 minutes until 06.15 hours when they
were turned out with the pipe of "up guard and
steerage hammocks. " The second privilege: the
watch keeper on his 36 hour stand-off could go ashore
in the evening and would not be required on board
until 11.30 hours the next day. In fact a seven bell
leave was of use only in Bermuda, Barbados and
Kingston, Jamaica , where a cabin could be booked at
the RN canteen.
Constance was a canteen messing ship. The Paymaster
issued the staple items of food – bread, meat, potatoes,
sugar, tea, tinned milk, pickles, salmon and cocoa.
The meat was always beef never mutton or pork. Nor
was there ever an issue of coffee. The day's meat was
issued at breakfast time so the cooks of the mess had
to make a quick decision as to what sort of a dish they

would make of it. Cooks of the mess – two men of
each mess were cooks for that day -- and decided the
menu.. If the meat was a roasting joint the decision
was easy: it had to be a "straight rush "i.e. plonk the
joint in a roasting tin, smother it with a packet of
Pannet and Needhams herbs, surround it with spuds
and rush it straight up to the galley. In other words a
straight rush from beef screen to mess deck and then
from mess back to galley. If the meat was a stewing
variety, again the decision was fairly easy – make it
into "Oosh" by cutting the meat into small cubes,
putting it into a tin with a packet of gravy powder and
up to the galley with it. Some of the more ambitious
cooks of the mess would decide to make an awning
for the "Oosh.". This at once promote the dish to meat
pie. That was about the limit of our culinary skill so
far as the main dinner was concerned except that we
could ring one change with the spuds: baked or
steamed. Each man peeled a few potatoes before
leaving the mess at breakfast time. The cooks of the
mess washed them and if they were to be steamed put
them in a net and took them to the galley. The
seamen's mess identified their net with wooden tallies
bearing the mess number but the Marines always had
a brass tunic button on theirs while the flunkies
marked theirs with a silver button from the tunic they
wore whilst serving meal. We always reckoned to
have a pud of some sort after the meat course and here

again much depended on the cooks of the mess. The
lazy ones would put a pound of dry ricw in a tin with
a couple of tins of Ideal milk -- a quick rice pud.
Prunes and custard required but little more effort than
rice but real good cooks would go for spotted Dick or
plum duff, both of which were rolled in a cloth and
steamed. Current double-decker was also a great
favourite and of course lashings and lashings of
custard with everything.

The pipe "hands to breakfast and clean, dress of the
day number fives" was at 07:30 hours followed at
08:15 hours by "both watches for exercise, fall in" at
08:15 hours -- that's allowing 45 minutes to wash,
shave get into the rig of the day and have breakfast.
Those who wanted to smoke got onto the upper deck
with a few minutes to spare before "fall in" time as the
rule of no smoking between decks was strictly
enforced. Cooks of the mess did not fall in with the
watches at 08:15 hours but carried on with their
preparations of food and cleaning for the mess but all
this had to be finished and the cooks ready for
morning divisions and prayers at 09:10 hours
As well as being issued with the staple articles of food
already mentioned, each mess was credited with a

small sum per day for each man and this money was
used to make purchases from either the paymasters
issue or the NAAFI. From the issue room could be
bought dry provisions – peas, beans, extra sugar
(always brown demerara) and suchlike but eggs,
bacon, Lyle syrup and now and then in harbour green
vegetables and similar semi luxuries were bought
from the NAAFI. Nobody actually handled the
money: each mass had a chit book (one for the
NAAFI and 14one for pusser's provisions) and the
cooks of the mess made out chips for whatever extras
were required. Then each month the chips were
balanced up against the money allowances. Mostly the
messes would have a small mess bill -- anything from
a bob or two to a pound per man, depending on how
well the messes had fed. Sometimes a mess would
decide to live strictly pusser and so at the end of the
month having a shilling or two to share out. This was
always a favourite with the married men with their
commitments to wives and families but the younger
men generally prefererred to pay a mess bill and live
high.
At 05:30 hours was the pipe "call the hands "when the
quartermaster, the duty petty officer and the duty
non-commissioned officer walked through the mess
decks hollering out the traditional "come along then,

wakey wakey, hey ho, hey ho, lash up and stow"
followed by the Marine bugler blasting out Reveille.
Usually it was possible to doze on until 05:55 hours
when the bugler came round again sounding off a
warning G note. Then it was little short of a miracle
what could be done in five minutes – turnout, dress,
lash up the fleabag with the regulation seven turns,
stow it away in the netting, swallow a basin of
pusser's ki, get onto the upper deck, roll a quick
tickler and have a few puffs -- all before "hands fall
in" at 06:00 hours.
From this time until 06:45 hours, seamen scrubbed the
upper deck whilst the couple of Marines who fell in
with the hands would be cleaning the ward room flat,
the dodger cleaning the mess deck and the flunkies
cleaning the wardroom. At about 07:00 hours came
the pipe "hands to quarters clean guns". A 6 inch gun
had an enormous amount of brass to be polished and it
all needed to be done every day. There was a good
reason for being first at gun cleaning – first there
could get right inside the gun shield to the layers or
trainers positions, out of sight, and whilst polishing
enjoy a sly smoke.
A daily ceremony at about 09:00 hours was when the
Sergeant Major would seek out the navigating officer

and report "chronometers wound sir ." I never knew
whether this was reporting that the chronometers had
to be wound or if it was a traditional reminder in case
the navigator had forgotten to do the job?
Some navigating officers would have a chart placed
on the ship's noticeboard and mark off the ship's
position each day. This added interest to a lengthy sea
passage and we had several of these, for example
Gibraltar to Rio de Janeiro (15 days).
At sea, the "Daily Poldhu" was much appreciated -- a
daily resume of the world's news of two or three
typewritten sheet posted on the ship's noticeboard at
08:00 hours. The news was broadcast especially for
ships at sea from Poldhu in Cornwall.
At 11:00 hours each morning came pipes, neither of
which are heard in today's navy: "up spirits" followed
by "hands of the mess for lime juice ." The issue of
lime juice was half a pint per man per day. Many of
the old soldiers thought is a bit cissy to drink their
ration so there was plenty for those who liked it and
most days I managed to get a pint or more of the stuff.
The "up spirits" pipe was the signal for a warrant
officer, the supply chief, the sergeant major and a
supply rating to muster at the keyboard for the key of
the spirits room and the empty rum barricoe and bring

up the day's ration of neat rum from the casks in the
spirits room. The barricoe was then put in the sentries'
charge until issue time at 12 noon. It was diluted to
one of rum to two of water and was then known as
"free water."
The free water made a drink of one third of a pint per
man except for chiefs and petty officers who were
entitled to "neaters" whilst the wardroom officers
were not entitled at all. They had their wine bar. After
all the men had been issued with their rum there were
usually two or three pints left over. This was always
poured away down the scuppers.
The tot was as good as currency. Having done a mess
mate a good turn in a small way, the reward would be
a sip of his tot or "sippers." A more arduous service
would earn a gulp or "gulpers" whilst a really big job,
say scrubbing a hammock, would earn a full tot.
Custom decreed however that the recipient would
drink less than half of it then offer it back to the
rightful owner. This trading in tots was very much
"conduct to the prejudice of good order and Naval
discipline," but I never heard of anyone being caught
out.
On the first day of each quarter we could opt out.
Payment in lieu of grog was 3 pence per day or 21
shillings (£1.05)per quarter. This seems a make a

payment for a tot a bit mean, but the admiralty paid as
much as it cost them.
Aboard Contance the Marines' mess deck was in the
traditional place, right aft, next to the ward room, and
our small arms were stored in rifle racks on the mess
deck, but on commissioning a new county class
cruiser in 1928 (HMS Kent) we found that this old
tradition was no longer observed. Here the Marines
mess deck was forr'ard and below the seamen's mess
deck. They were one up on us there as they could
almost always have airports open with wind scoops
out whereas with the slightest sea running we Marines
had to sweat it out with the ports screwed up
Constance mess deck was very small with a very low
deckhead and anybody of more than the average
height had to walk around with a permanent stoop.
Normally the last parade of the day was "evening
quarters," which was the same as morning "divisions,"
less the prayers. If the ship was at sea, and especially
when in company with the flagship, and "evolution"
of some sort or the other would follow evening
quarters: "tow forward" or "out collision mat" or
perhaps "send cutter to flagship with 10 Marines with
arms and ammunition." Sometimes even an Admiral
liked his little joke and would signals something like

"Chief Cook to flagship with two fried eggs."
Nobody knew what would be ordered so everybody
was ready for anything.
After quarters and evolutions it was "hands to tea and
shift night clothing." Tea was never a cooked meal -usually bread, jam and a basin of tea. Cake: we never
had any. Butter: that was something other people
enjoyed.
Usually for the rest of the evening only the duty part
of the watch would be called on to do various small
duties such as "cover guns "or slope awning awning
The pipe at 16:30 hours was "Liberty men fall in."
They paraded in the port waist, were inspected by the
officer of the watch and then dismissed, remembering
at the command "dismiss" to always turn forrr'ard,
then down the accommodation ladder, into the boat.
Even that had its tradition, embarking in a boat,
juniors first, seniors last. Disembarking, seniors first
juniors last.
The officer of the watch also inspected men returning
from leave. Now and then one would return aboard
dead drunk, perhaps supported on either side by his
mates, but generally if he was quiet the officer of the
watch would be unable to see anything out of the

ordinary or at least pretend not to. If however a drunk
was in a stroppy mood, he would be put in "close
confinement "down the cable locker flat, with the
sentries on him provided by his own department.
Returningboard drunk was quite a minor offence, the
usual punishment being one day's pay stopped. In fact
we always believed it was no offence at all; the charge
was "did return aboard drunk thereby rendering
himself unfit for duty." The sting was in the tail of the
charge.
More serious offences were dealt with by warrant,
when the punishment could be cells, loss of good
conduct badges or disrating or any combination of all
three. When the warrant was read the order "ships
company, shun. Off caps," when everybody present
removed their caps, except the Marines.
If the ship was at sea and the offender was awarded
cells, he was confined in his cable locker flat with a
marine sentry. In a rough seas this was really
punishing to both sentry and prisoner with the ports
screwed up tightly and a foul smell coming up from
the cable locker. In Bermuda, being cell sentry was
not so bad as there was a cellblock in the corner of the
dockyard. The prisoners still had a rough time for the
first four nights as he slept on for bare boards and on
the fifth and alternate nights was allowed his

hammock but no head and foot ropes.
Also the first three days were low diet – one pound of
ship's biscuit per day and water. No smoking, writing,
shaving, or reading (except the Bible) were permitted
and each morning the prisoner was given two pounds
of oakum to pick i.e. a length of tarred rope which had
to be rubbed out until it looked and felt like cotton
wool. At the end of the day the picked oakum was
weighed and had to be two pounds.
Generally we sentries could not bear to see a well
liked shipmate deprived of almost everything so
would go on watch with a bar of chocolate or a packet
of biscuits in our pocket to pass through the grill to
the prisoner. But never tobacco. The cells were liable
to surprise visit by the jaunty or the Sergeant Major.
"Hands to supper" was at 19:00 hours but messes
finished that meal much earlier; then as soon as the
mess tables were cleared, those who wished to could
sling their hammocks. Then at 2050 the pipe "clear up
the mess decks and flats ready for rounds."
At 21:00 hours the officer of the watch, the jaunty, the
sergeant major and the Marine bugler formed up on
the upper deck aft then moved forr'ard along the upper
deck -- first the bugler at intervals sounding a "G" to

bring any men in the vicinity to attention.Following
him, the jaunty, carrying an oil lamp, then the officer
of the watch and the Sergeant Major also with an oil
lantern. Having got as far forward as possible on the
upper deck they descended onto the main deck and
then walked off to through the mess decks. Why the
oil lamps? The only explanation I ever got was "well
Nelson had them and what was good enough for
Nelson . . . ." etcetera etcetera. For rounds, hammocks
had to be properly slung or correctly stowed in the
netting. Those who wished, to could be turned in, but
those who weren't, stood to attention when the Bugler
sounded the G. Finally at 22:00 hours came a long
mournful pipe, followed by a very subdued
quartermaster's voice saying "pipe down." That really
was the end of the day apart from emergencies until it
all started again next morning at 05:30 hours
Sometimes it was inevitable that small articles of kit
were left scuttling around the mess deck at divisions
or evening quarters. These were gathered up, and put
in the scran bag. Then about once a week the pipe was
passed "scran bag is now open" whereupon the owner
of kit in the scranbag went along to reclaim it. The
recognised fee was an inch of soap for each article and
as pusser's soap was four pence per pound, one inch
equalled about one penny. This small fine was
intended as a reminder not to leave kit lying around

and if, say, slippers were on the scran bag, there was
the minor discomfort of doing without them for a
week
Clothes were washed during the first dogwatch and it
always paid to be early in the wash place as often all
the freshwater was used up by about 17:30 hours and
trying to dhobie in salt water was pretty grim. At
18:00 hours came the pipe "washed clothes on the
forecastle." There the dhobying and was triced up on
the forecastle line and it paid to take good care that
each article was probably stopped to this line.
Anything that blew away was probably lost for ever
and there was also be a good chance of a rattle "in that
he did by neglect lose over the side one pair of Kd
trousers. "
The first night of the commission, the older hands
would be wise enough to sling their hammocks in any
corner of the upper deck that was sheltered from wind
wave and rain. This would seem a silly thing to do on
a cold night in Chatham dockyard but the spot where a
man slept that first night was by right his billet for the
remainder of the commission. As 9/10 of our time was
spent in the tropics an upper deck billet was a precious
thing. The less worldly ones who made their way onto
the upper deck when the mess deck got too hot would
seldom have an unbroken night's sleep being driven

below by rain or perhaps because the upper deck
started to wash down with high waves.
The dress of the day varied according to the climate,
the whim of the captain or, when in company with the
flagship, the whim of the Admiral. Number ones were
best blue suits with stripes and badges, such as
seaman gunner or diver in gold whilst the marine
wore his striped trousers. Usually this was the
shore-going dress but sometimes in small out of the
way ports number twos could be worn. Number threes
were the blue working dress when the Marines could
wear his plain serge trousers. The seaman wore his
taped collar in all three rigs but when the hands were
piped "to tea and shift night clothing" he removed the
collar. Number fives were the working dress, in hot
weather seamen in white ducks, marine marines in
khaki drill whilst number sixes were the hot weather
equivalents of number ones. When the letter A
followed the number it indicated negative jumpers.
We Marines loathed hearing the pipe "dress of the day,
tropical rig." Wearing it we look ridiculous. Our
tropical rig was black boots, seamen's blue woollen
stockings, khaki drill shorts and a quaint thing called a
"tropical singlet." A short sleeve round neck garment
with a "T" of double material across the shoulders and
down the spine. In use, they lasted a very few weeks

so we then had to use the seamen's white singlet. The
number one tiddly tunic was still a couple of years in
the future and when we got there we didn't like them.
It was a work of art to polish the 20 buttons without
soiling the yellow braid and they were stiff, hot and
tight. When the dress of the day was number ones
very few marines went ashore before 16:00 hours. Up
to that time the tiddly tunic had to be worn; after 1600
the plain blue unit.
There was usually a faintly hostile air between seamen
and Marines. A great joke among the barefooted
seamen when a marine walked by, was to say to his
mates "mind your toes mates, here's a bullock
charging around." Whereupon the bullock would
retort with an offensive remark concerning "web toed
bastards." This of course referred to the saying that the
matelots spend so much of their time with his feet in
salt water like the seagulls which grew webbing
between the toes. On the other hand relations between
the stokers and Marines were always very close and
friendly. Perhaps the coolness between seamen and
Marines stemmed from the keen rivalry at gunnery
with the Marines gun crew usually winning despite
the fact that the seamen manned three of the four
six-inch guns that Constance carried an had a
three-to-one advantage.At least once a week each gun
crew would be piped to "loader drill" the loader being

a metal frame on which was mounted the breach end
of a six-inch gun. The drill was to load as many
rounds as possible in one minute, but no shortcuts
were permitted. Each round had to be properly loaded,
rammed home, followed by the cordite charge, while
the breach worker had to correctly rime the vent and
insert the firing cartridge in the lock. A good gun crew
could achieve 14 rounds in one minute and as the 6
inch projectile weighed 100 pounds, the ammunition
numbers worked hard for that space of time handling
half a ton of projectiles. Of course the guns could
never be fired at that rate as they were usually fired in
broadsides so the commissioned to gunner in the
foretop had to wait for the "all guns ready" lamps to
light up then perhaps another wait whilst the ship
came back from a roll before his telescopic sight came
onto the target. When the fire gong at the gun rang it
was an indication that at any second the guns would
fire. The interval between the gong and the bang could
be anything up to about 10 seconds and no matter how
many times a gun crew had been closed up for a
full-calibre shoot that interval was always a very
tense one but after the first round had been fired all
the suspense went away.
Occasionally at the cease fire a gun could for one
reason or another still have a projectile up the spout. If
it was safe and convenient to do so the captain would

order that the round be cleared by firing which was a
quick and easy solution to the problem but sometimes
the projectile had to be pushed out by using an ejector
from the barrel end. This was not too bad with a
six-inch gun where the projectile was rammed home
by hand but the eight-inch, rammed home by power,
could take anything up to two hours to clear.
After a night shoot it would be rather late when the
gun crew crawled into their fleabags. We spent a lot of
time at our guns what with gun drills, sub-calibre
shoots, full-calibre shoots, day and night firings,
throw-off shoots, towed target shoots until we could
handle a six-inch gun as easily as we did our Lee
Enfield rifles. The gun layer was always a qualified
GL2 (ie gun layer second-class) for which he was
paid sixpence per day (2.5p) and was in charge of the
gun and gun crew. It could happen (and did) that the
gun layer was of marine rank and had a corporal in the
crew and that was the Marine gave orders to an NCO,
possibly the only circumstances under which this
could happen.
Aboardd most ships Wednesdays and Saturdays were
"make and mend" days i.e. all work finished at 12
noon. As the quartermaster and sideboy walked
around the ship piping "hands to dinner. Hands to
make and mend clothes" they were always greeted

with a loud cheers. By 13:00 hours on those days
everybody except men on watch had caulked it down
but even on make and mend days evening quarters
was still exercised at 1600 but there were seldom any
drills or evolutions after quarters.
HMS Constance was a cruiser from the days of the
First World War. She had sustained some damage to
her superstructure at the Battle of Jutland and the
patches could still be seen. This class cruiser was not
really suitable for service in the tropics and we did
only one year in her during which time we did two
cruises around the West Indian islands and to
Georgetown in what is now Guyana then wandered
around the gulf of Mexico calling in several several
Mexican ports, on to Honduras and so to Mobile a
port in Alabama USA.
It was here that we first encountered the almost
embarrassing hospitality of the American people. It
was almost impossible to take a walk we had only to
walk a few paces along the dockside when a car
would pull up and the driver askW "where are you
heading for Buddy," followed by an invitation to,
"Hop in and I will show you around." Then after a
couple of hours of sightseeing we would finish up
being invited home to supper.

HMS Curlew was also there. It was the month of
February and time for the annual carnival of Mardi
Gras so the Marines of both ships took part in a
ceremonial march of about two miles through the
town. Also in the procession were the Connecticut
foot guards in their green uniforms, Yankee Marines,
seamen and police. The local press reported us as
being "sturdy platoons of British marines swinging
along in perfect unison with that rolling gate of
seafaring men with stone faces so set not even the
bevies of beautiful girls lining the routes could turn
their eyes."
From mobile we returned to Bermuda where we
arrived in mid March after a further short cruise
around the Mexican gulf. Two days later we four
youngsters who were watch-keeping on the keyboard
were relieved by seamen as it was now time for the
detachment to do the annual musketry course.
For this the detachment was divided into two halves
each half doing one week in camp except for the
watch keepers. We had the whole fortnight ashore. We
embarked in a steam drifter and were ferried across
Grassy Bay to Inverurie from where a short march
took us to Warwick camp. In fact this two weeks was
really a holiday for us. The practice shoots occupied

but a few hours and the qualifying shoots but a few
hours more. Most days we paraded at 09:00 hours, did
quarter of an hour's arms drill and were then
dismissed, free to roam around deserted coral beaches
with not a tourist in sight anywhere. The catering was
done by Portuguese (there were quite a few of them
domiciled in Bermuda) so for the two weeks we were
relieved of the chore of cook of the mess and as we
had our flea bags with us we spent comfortable nights
-- all in all a very pleasant holiday!However all good
things must end and so came the day when we
returned to the ship and to watch keeping on the
keyboard.
A few days later HMS Calcutta left for England to pay
off. She was flagship and had commissioned in 1923
before the RMA and the RMLI had amalgamated so
still had a mixed a detachment of red and blue
Marines. Was she the last to have such a mixture?
However there was not a lot of time to ponder on this
as a few weeks later HMS Constance also left for
England -- not to pay off but for the ship's company
to transfer en masse to HMS Colombo.
On arrival in Chatham dockyard each watch was
given four days leave. Then we were on our way back
to Bermuda leaving Chatham in early July but it
would be November before we arrived at the base as

we took a somewhat roundabout route to get there, the
first stop being Gibraltar.
Here the fashionable thing to do was to go ashore and
get half boozed on coffee royals -- coffee laced with
whiskey, three or four of which were enough to make
anyone feel happy. The four days we spent in Gib
was enough to enable each watch to go ashore to
indulge in the fashion.
Our next port of call, Rio de Janeiro, involved a sea
passage of 16 days, judged by any standard two weeks
and two days at sea was a fairly lengthy time. At Rio
began the endless round of Banyan parties. In the
four days we spent in that port I attended two of them,
one a trip to the Corcovado mountains only a few
miles from Rio and one to the Petropolis mountains
about 50 miles away.
Then to Montevideo in Uruguay across the mouth of
the river plate to Buenos Aires and of course Banyan
parties at both places. From Buenos Aires, we dropped
down to Port Stanley in the Falkland Islands where we
stayed only 24 hours. It looked a miserable place, cold
wet and windy. Then on through the Magellans straits
to Punta Arenas, the most southerly town in the world.
This must have been an anxious time for the captain

and navigating officer as we were often within a few
hundred yards of vicious looking black cliffs with ice
sliding of them into the sea. Although we were at
Punta Arenas for only two days the detachment was
landed to take part with Chilean troops in some sort of
National Day celebration.
Then on again and having completed the passage
through the Straits we emerged into the Pacific with
the days quickly warming up as we steamed
northwards along the east coast of Chile calling at
several ports until we arrived at Valparaiso.
It was now late September and the detachment was
again landed to travel by train the 80 miles to San
Diego, the Chilean capital. Here we marched in
possession with the Chilean troops celebrating yet
another day of national importance. The next port of
call, Callao, in Peru saw the detachment ashore yet
again to attend the ceremony of the re-interment of a
general Miller a nautical hero who had helped that
country in its fight for independence.
Then late in October we passed through the Panama
Canal and out into the Atlantic, almost completing a
circumnavigation of the South American continent.
Heading north we made our way straight to Bermuda.

Here we quickly found we were back in the real navy
with Banyan parties a thing of the past. Our admiral
kept us hard at it doing plenty of time at sea in the
waters around Bermuda with six-inch gun shoots
three-inch anti aircraft shoots, torpedo runs, depth
charge exercises and all the complicated evolutions a
commander in chief can do with a cruiser Squadron.
After all, he had his four ships together for very short
periods and in the few weeks that remained of 1926 he
gave us all a good shake up.
January 2 1927 saw all four ships putting to sea, each
to go off on independent cruising around the West
Indian islands. At several of these islands we Marines
were landed to do an early morning March through
the principal town, the column headed by our Royal
Marines Captain and the local police chief. The
message from the chief to the locals seemed to be
"don't you ever dare to misbehave for if you do a
cruiser will quickly be here with these Marines
backing up my policemen."
On January 14 we met HMS Calcutta at sea and both
ships proceeded to Kingston Jamaica to await the
arrival of the battle cruiser Renown with the Duke and
Duchess of York on board who were on their way to
Australia. They stayed only three days doing a
ceremonial drive through Kingston on one of those

days and for this the Marines joined forces with a
battalion of the Green Howards for street-lining
duties. As soon as Renown left so did the two cruisers
to resume cruising around the islands.
By February 21 we had got to the island of Saint
Lucia when having spent all of 24 hours quietly at
anchor in the beautiful little harbour of Castries a
wireless message came from the flagship ordering us
to "proceed with all dispatch" to Corinto on the
Pacific coast of Nicaragua.
This order was received at about midnight and the
captain was ashore staying with the governor so I was
quickly roused out of my fleabag to take the signal to
him. It was a bit eerie walking along a dirt track road
in the dark through unfamiliar country but there was
no chance of getting lost as the road lead only to the
governor's house and in a couple of hours the captain
and myself were back aboard and by 0400 hours we
were at sea doing 23 knots en route to Panama and
Corinto.On arrival the British chargé d'affaires came
aboard to tell us that fighting in the capital Managua
had resulted in some British property being destroyed
and that he considered British lives were at risk so he
had asked for a warship to act if necessary as a
refugee ship. Happily no refugees came aboard. It
would have been difficult to know where to stow them

in the very cramped living spaces between decks.
After seven days the fighting died down so Columbo
left to resume cruising in the Caribbean and
eventually back to Bermuda this time for a fairly
lengthy stay of two months.
The time passed quickly until late June when we left
the base again once more making for the Panama
Canal to do a cruise up the Pacific coast of central
America, the USA and Canada calling at the way at
San Diego, California, and San Francisco and so on to
new Westminster, the port for Vancouver, British
Columbia and then spent a few weeks in and around
the ports of Vancouver Island and then steamed along
the British Columbia Coast to Prince Rupert way up
in the north of the province.
Now of course we had to retrace our steps to get back
through the Panama passing through for the fifth and
last time. Did columbo create a record for a British
warship by passing through the Panama five times in
less than a year? If so does she still holds that record?
We arrived back in Bermuda in mid October. The ship
was now due for a refit so went into the floating dock
for five weeks and us Marines were sent ashore to the
camp at Warwick for a musketry course thus avoiding

the misery of living in a ship undergoing a refit.
On returning to the ship we had only a couple of
weeks left in which to complete our 2.5 years on the
station. This was the normal length of a foreign
commission and on December 10 we left for Chatham
to pay off and ran straight into a hurricane
In the opening chapters of the "History of the Royal
Marines" our Marine officer Captain Sheppard wrote
that we ran through three hurricanes. To me it seems
more like one again that blew for a whole week.
During the 1970s I had occasion to visit the Public
Record office at Kew where all the logs of HM ships
are stored, freely available to anyone. So I asked for
the 1927 log of HMS Colombo and took a photostat
copy of the page for December 13, a typical day for
that week. This records "gear lost overboard: two
verry pistols, 12 verry lights, six short lights, two
boats quarter lights, six boats fall reels, all waist
running gear, three blocks for sea boats, falls of
starboard whaler parted, 27ft Montagu whaler lost,
skiff lost." I have no idea what a "dismounting bogey,
rear" was but anyway we lost that over the side as
well. While the log records that sort of thing it does
not record the utter misery of a violently rolling ship
with several inches of seawater sloshing

back-and-forth on the mess deck and muggy
atmosphere between decks with all the doors and
hatches and ports screwed up tightly.
After a week of this, the weather had moderated a
little and I was able to poke my head through a
manhole cover on the after poop and see the most
welcome site ever – away in the distance on the port
bow the light house of Bishop's Rock off the Isles of
Scilly winking at us in the friendliest manner
imaginable telling us that this particular ordeal was
almost over
On December 23 we arrived in Chatham dockyard, an
object of great interest among the dockyard mateys
with our upper deck swept clear of all the loose gear
and the boat davits swinging free with most of the
boats gone
On arrival half the ship's company went off on four
days Christmas leave while the other half enjoyed
four days New Year's leave.
On the January 30 the ship paid off and we marched
into barracks and on to 35 days of foreign service
leave. Forteen days per year was granted to a man
returning from overseas service but service in the
home fleet was rewarded with 28 days per year. This

seemed somewhat unfair especially as the home fleet
man could look forward to several weekend leaves in
the course of the year and in the event of a domestic
crisis he could be granted compassionate leave and be
home in a few hours.

Returning from leave I was detailed to join as squad
doing revision of infantry drill. Arms drill by numbers
seemed a pretty futile pastime to me so I put in a chit
volunteering for a ship and the next day was out of the
revision squad to join the men during their
pre-embarkation runs for HMS Royal Oak, a
battleship due to commission for service in the
Mediterranean
Fortunately I was officially designated as a "waiting
man" -- that is to say I did all the runs but was held in
reserve in case anybody dropped out. Nobody
dropped out and I was very pleased to see the Royal
Oak detachment marched out of barracks without me.
Pleased for two reasons: one that battleship service
was not very popular and generally referred to as
"pusser's-built bastards," with a more rigid discipline
than on the smaller ships; two, service in the Med was
not held in high regard as it seemed that the Med fleet
spent about 10 months of the year in Grand Harbour,

Malta -- not an exciting prospect.
The day after the Royal Oak detachment marched out
I was detailed for the detachment of HMS Kent, a new
county class cruiser commissioning for service as
flagship on the China station. Early in April we
marched out of barracks to the Kent laying in
Chatham Harbour and it would be just over three
years before we marched in again.
We took the usual route to the far East – Gibraltar,
Malta, Port said, through the Suez, down the red Sea
to Aidan, then across the Indian Ocean to Columbo,
on to Singapore and so to Hong Kong.
Late in August we met HMS Hawkins at way
Wei-Hai-Wei in the north of China and took over from
her our role as flagship.
The china fleet in those day days was an impressive
one with a total of 52 ships made up of six cruisers,
one aircraft carrier, five sloops, a flotilla of nine
destroyers, a flotilla of 12 submarines, a submarine
depot ship, a survey ship and no fewer than 17 river
gunboats of which 12 patrolled at the Yangtze - Kiang
river, and five patrolled the West River in the south of
China

The Yantse gunboats patrolled more than a thousand
miles upriver and one of them, HMS Bee, carried a
detachment of three Royal Marines
They were on the staff of rear Admiral, Yangtze, and
the Bee was his flagship
Will the royal marines ever again serving warship a
thousand miles from the sea? Apart from this each
cruiser took it in turn to go up to Hankow about 600
miles upriver to stay a month at a time.
Each year in July and August the whole fleet would
assemble is Wei-Hai-Wei when all of the sporting
events would be fought out, the chief of which was
the fleet regatta
.
For two days all work ceased at 09:00 hours and the
whole day devoted to boat racing. Then by September
the anchorage at Wei-Hai-Wei would be empty, the
five cruisers each going their own way on an
independent cruise around North China.
At the small port of Chin-Wang-Toa, each watch was
granted leave enabling us to do the short rail journey
to Pekin and to spend four days in that fascinating

city.
Early December saw us anchored in Yokohama Bay,
just one of many warships lined up for a review of the
Japanese fleet by the Emperor Hirohito on the
occasion of his coronation
The Marines were kept busy providing a guard and
band for various foreign admirals paying courtesy
visits to the ship and the 0800 daily ceremony of
hoisting the White Ensign was a rather lengthy affair
involving the playing of seven or eight national
anthems and it would be about 08:30 hours before the
"guard and band" marched off the quarterdeck.
So passed three interesting years, cruising around the
China Seas visiting Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Celebes,
the Malay peninsular and Siam (three days ashore
here exploring Bangkok). Kent was a happy ship so
the time spent in her was both happy and interesting.
Earlier in this narrative it was stated that a marine of
the 1920s was very much more a creature of the sea
than land animal and that "per mare" was of far
greater significance than "per terram."
Now in the 1980s all that I know of Marines life is
gleaned from the press and television. Is it reasonable

to conclude that the modern marine is almost totally a
soldier? I think we Marines of the 1920s probably had
a more interesting life.
In this account the rates of pay during the 1920s have
been mentioned: 15p per day on joining 20p per day
on completion of 18 months training, and after three
years an extra 2.5p. Additions to the daily rate could
be earned by various qualifications such as a little
over one penny per day for a gunner or perhaps 2.5p
for the fairly responsible job of gun layer
second-class. These all sound very meagre payments
but to set against them must be considered the fact
that one could go ashore in Chatham or Pompey with
20p have a pretty good evening and return to barracks
with a couple of coppers change. A pint of good bitter
cost 3p and a packet of 10 Players cigarettes 2.5p with
a good meal in a café 5p and perhaps a copper or two
for fares on the tram car. The same run ashore today
would probably cost a few quid or more so perhaps
pay rates were at about the same value as the rates of
today.
There was a very welcome addition to our income
which could amount to as much as £3-£4 for the year
known as "compensation in lieu of annual issue of
clothing."

Each year we were entitled to an issue of two blue
serge tunics and two pairs of blue serge trousers and
of course spending so much time in the tropics we
seldom wore this blue uniform so were able year after
year to claim the compensation in lieu thereof.
The greatcoat was issued every third year but again
was seldom worn and I still in 1930 had the coat
issued in 1924. But when I claimed compensation it
was refused, not because the coat was shabby but
because it was the old-fashioned dark grey and
by1930 the vast majority of Marines had been issued
with the detested army -style khaki overcoat.
Then such things as the flannel shirts, the blue cotton
shirt and longjohns were never worn nor were the
army grey socks all of which added a few shillings to
the compensation money.
The grey socks were quite useless anyway. The first
time they were dipped in hot water they would shrink
to about half size so what do we do with such articles
of clothing? Fortunately each year we had what was
known as the paymaster's clothing store where we
could buy such things as white cellular vests, navy
blue socks, and for shoregoing Navy pattern boots –
compared to the Marines' clodhoppers these boots
were the last word in elegant footwear

During the first dogwatch on the first of the month
(payday) would be passed the pipe "slop room is now
open" when those who wished to could wander down
and purchase such items as they needed all of which
were incredibly.
After buying such items we reckoned that come the
end of the year the compensation money would still
leave us with a couple of quid in hand!

